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PRODUCTS FOR THE ARCHIMEDES A3000 COMPUTER

Most items are built into a standard Archimedes expansion box which 
plugs into the expansion slot at the rear of the A3000 computer.

A3000/GL8 Genlocks the Archimedes to composite video input.
No video decoding or mixing facilities £ 159.00

A3000/VC2/PAL Videocontroller, genlock, PAL decoder, RGB mixing £ 298.00

A3000/VC2/SVHS Videocontroller, genlock, SVHS/PAL decoder and RGB
image mixing - also accepts RGB inputs £ 318.00

ARPE8/PAL RGB to PAL encoder - plugs onto A3000/VC2/PAL card £ 129.00

ARPE9/SVHS RGB encoder with composite PAL & SVHS (Y/C) outputs £ 145.00 
Plugs directly onto A3000/VC2/SVHS expansion card.

ArVis/3000 A3000 version of the full ArVis videographics system with 
a 32000 colour digitiser, 16 bit 640x256 pixel 
framestore, colour genlock, overlay mixing and display
output. Complete with OSCAR editing software £ 897.00

A3000/DG16 32,000 colour digitiser and 16 bit 640x256 pixel
framestore for capturing live video images from PAL or 
RGB inputs. Creates sprites for DTP and applications
not requiring video genlock and overlay facilities. £ 579.00

A3000/GFX16 16 bit digitiser, 640x256 pixel memory similar to the
A3000/DG16 but with 32000 Dolour RGB output and overlay
switching of the Archimedes graphics & framestore image.
Images can be painted directly into the framestore. £ 690.00

A3000/IMAGE-16 16 bit 640x256 pixel framestore with local display
output to extend the Archimedes to 32000 colours. Image
switching combines the Archimedes and framestore image
into a single RGB output. £ 593.00

A3000/IMAGE/24 Full 24 bit RGB framestore for very high resolution
applications (768x288 pixels - 16 million colours) £ P.O.A

RGB ENCODER High quality external RGBS to PAL/SVPS encoder £ 218.00

COLOUR PRINTER Please ask for details of high resolution Dolour printers

IMAGING CAMERA Professional very high resoloution colour camera £ P.O.A

DEMO DISC Contains several digitised and edited ArVis images £ 4.00

Please ask for details of vision mixers, special effects generators and 
other video equipment with direct Archimedes interfaces. We specialise 
in the design and manufacture of digital and video equipment - please 
contact us if you have a requirement for larger framestores, or other 
non standard items.

COLOUR PR1NTING - we can supply high definition colour prints from your 
graphics discs using the latest 256,000 colour inkjet printers. Ask for 
an order form and price list.

Prices are exclusive of V.A.T. & subject to revision without prior notice.
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